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RACC-meeting in Prague 20190921-22 

Place:  Hotel DAP, Prague 
 
Participants: Martin Klabere, Chair 
  Stefan Erkelenz 
  Jan Jirovsky 
  Roman Lozynsky 
  Ole Mossin Olesen, ATC 
  Meelike Terasmaa 
  Teo Turay 
  Ari Vehniäinen 
  Beat Wullschleger 
 
  Sarah Mitchell, IFF Event Manager 
   Monika Kraus, IFF Competition Coordinator 
   Stefan Kratz, IFF Competition Manager 

 

1) Opening of the meeting 
Martin greeted welcome and opened the meeting at 12:00. 
 

 
2) Presentation of RACC members and office 

The new participants, Ole Mossin Olesen and Monika Kraus, and the other 
participants presented themselves 
 
 

3) Organization 
a. RACC, RG, Jury 

Martin presented the changes of the RACC and Jury persons (appendix 1) and further 
informed that the Rules group has completed their mission with the publishing of the Game 
Rules 2018 and therefore dissolved. 
 
 

4) Mission of RACC (decided by IFF CB) 
Martin shortly reiterated the mission of RACC: 

The mission of RACC is to provide rules and regulation to ensure fair and attractive 
IFF Competitions, to help organizers in staging good IFF competitions and to ensure 
that all rules, regulations and IFF competitions are in line with the international 
development of Floorball. 
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5) Aim of the meeting  

Martin informed of the aim of the meeting and the expectations from the IFF Central 
Board. 
 
Prepare for the ‘Future of Floorball’ and go through what happened since last 
meeting and what changes that needs to be done to develop floorball regarding 
rules, regulations, video checks, lack of organisers etc. 
 
 

6) Upcoming season (2019-2020) 
a. Tournaments, dates, organisers & applications organisers 
Martin went through the IFF events for the season 2019-2020 (appendix 2). 

 
b. Jury schedule 
Martin went through the jury schedule for the upcoming season (appendix 3). 
 

 
7) Tournaments 2019-2022 including how to get more organisers 

a. Tournaments, dates, organisers & applications organisers 
Martin went through the IFF events for the season 2019-2022 (appendix 4).  
The jury schedule for second part of 2020 will be made as soon as we know the 
actual events. 

 
b. The World Games Birmingham, Alabama, USA (App 5) 
Martin briefly informed of The World Games 2021 in Birmingham. 

 
c. Financial change to get more organisers to the IFF events (App 6)  
Martin informed of the CB decision regarding an increase to the organiser 
support. 
 
The RACC discussed other possibilities to further ease the situation for the 
organisers where the transport for the incoming teams and the streaming are 
probably the most costly part. Regulation requirements for arena capacity can 
also affect costs.  The financial outcome from the last year’s organisers should be 
collected by the office. 

 
 

8) Regulation and rules updates  
a. Changes of Regulations since last RACC meeting 
The updates of the competition regulations since the meeting 2018 was looked 
at. 

 
b. Competition Regulations National team’s edition 2019 
Possible updates to the edition 2020 was discussed. See point c to f. 
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c. Possible loss of teams in tournaments due to financial problems 

For WFC 2020, If a direct qualified team is out, due to financial &/or other 
reason, the best loser of the 3rd place matches from the EUR qualifications, 
according to earlier used system, where the group matches are counted, shall 
replace this/these teams. 
 

 RACC propose the change to the IFF CB 
 

d. International weekend regulations (informing date and sanction date) 
Proposal to change the informing date to be 90 days prior.  
If the form is received after 90 days but before 60 days prior, the fee will be 
200 CHF 
If the form is received after 60 days but before 30 days prior, the fee will be 
500 CHF 
If the form is received within 30 days of the even, the fee will be 1000 CHF 
To be included to the Friendly International Regulations & Juridical 
Regulations from edition 2020.  
 
RACC propose the change to the IFF CB 

 
e. Discuss the order of play system that we have in our competition regulations  

Proposal - Don’t keep the 1-2, 3-4 etc as a fixed regulation just have the text 
that all teams within a group shall play each other once.  The order they are 
played will vary due to wishes from TV, LOC & IFF  
 
RACC propose to remove the specific order of play from the regulations 

 
f. National federation that has repeatedly broken the general admin regulations 

for participation in events 
It was discussed that repeated offences should lead to harder punishments.  
 
RACC propose increased fines due to repeated offences across the 
categories 

 
 

9) Ranking/Quota (spots in WFC) 
a. Ranking – How it is calculated (App 11) 
Was suggested that we should test an alternative system beside the current one 
to see what the outcome could be. The testing should not be made public.  

 
b. Quota - How it is calculated and exceptions that could occur (App 12) 
As the number of teams from other continents is steadily increasing, using the 
current calculation will result in more lower placed teams (eg. from outside of 
Europe) getting a possible spot in WFCs. There should be some consideration 
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given to a cap on how many teams below a certain world ranking can be included 
to the final round.   
 
Office to make proposals over how this could look like to further discuss in the 
RACC. 

 
c. Quota – How would the quota look with 20 teams – based on WFC 2020 

numbers (App 13) 
For the future – before receiving qualification spots directly, new continents 
should play according to the same rules and regulations (eg. 3 x 20 minutes / 20 
players in the current system) as the WFC is played and play a proper 
qualification. Minimum number of teams in a continent should also be considered 
to have a direct qualifying spot. 
 
Office to make proposals over how this could look like to further discuss in the 
RACC. 
 

 
10) Future of Floorball - WFC and how we play the game 

a. Background/Document ‘Future of Floorball’ (App 14) 
Martin went through the background of the Future of Floorball concept. 

 
b. Decisions made during General Assembly in Prague December 2018 (App 

15) 
Martin informed of the GA decision 

 
c. Tests that are done during 2019/20 (App 16) 
The aim should be to play one match per day at the maximum. The EF Challenge 
could be an exception from this but with a maximum two matches per team in one 
day. 

 
d. Evaluation template – test of new format (App 17)  
The template in the appendix is from an organiser’s perspective. A template for 
teams and another to evaluate results and other statistical effects should be 
made by the office. There should be more specific questions that are easier to 
answer and which ensure we collect the information that we need/want.  
Templates need to be set before the six-nation cup by the office and sent out to 
the participating countries and continuously to all tests that are made. 

 
e. Feedback from EF Challenge 
EF Challenge was played with 3 x 15mins / 17 players + 5 officials. Worked well 
at this level and could have been more games included in the schedule. The 
reduced game time allows for the possibility of more games. For this event, team 
numbers could be reduced further – 15 players – most teams had around this 
number.  
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f. Proposals to CB which IFF tournaments that should be in the test (App 18)  
Proposal that WUC 2020, the WFCQ 2021-2022, the EFC 2020-2022 and the 
EFCh 2020-2022 should be played according to the Future Floorball concept (3 x 
15mins / 17 players + 5 officials / 10 minutes intermissions).  
 
RACC propose the change to the IFF CB  
 
For Friendly internationals, hosting countries can request to use 3 x 15min game 
time. This must be indicated on their form and must be then approved by IFF.   

 

g. WFC 2022 – proposal when to play within the set dates 15th October to 6th 
November (App 19) 

The RACC is of the opinion that the WFC 2022 should be played as early as 
possible within the set dates since also the winter outdoor sports most probably 
also will start earlier than normal.  
 
The Swiss federation should be asked of their opinion and give a reply in time for 
the CB to be able to decide in the December meeting 2019. 
 
RACC propose the change to the IFF CB (needs to be decided as soon as 
possible to give SUHV to give an answer in due time for the CB meeting in 
December)  
 

 
h. Uneven results in some WFC qualification matches involving the top 4 ranked 

teams (App 20) 
The general opinion of the RACC members is that big results are part of sports 
and not necessarily negative. It is important how these kinds of results are 
reported – a positive side can always be found. Other sports have the same 
challenge (for example Handball, Basketball, Rugby and also Ice hockey at the 
latest championship with big goal difference), without focusing on that this is bad.  
The tests done in the project future of floorball will show if results will change to 
closer differences between the teams. 

 
i. Effect that 17+5, 3 x 15 could be on the game rules 
The evaluations will be of help to find possible need of changes in the game 
rules. Penalty times (2, 5, 10 mins) have already been flagged as something that 
may need to be addressed but now RACC is waiting for the results of the testing 
evaluation. 
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11) Future of Floorball – EuroFloorball Championships  
a. Decisions made during General Assembly in Prague December 2018 (App 

21) 
Martin went through the decision made by the General Assembly in Prague 2018. 
 
The RACC was of the opinion that the process was too short for such a big 
change where there wasn’t enough time for thorough discussions of possible side 
effects.  
The smaller federations, in particular, have limited opportunities to discuss these 
changes within their federation and need a longer period to allow them to consult 
properly  
Some concerns were stressed regarding getting organisers to the WFC since the 
EF Championships will be much smoother to organise.  
Martin reminded everyone of the process were RACC got the task to get 
information from the European countries and after their answer make a 
recommendation to the IFF CB based on those answers which was done 
accordingly. 
 
b. Questionnaire regarding EF (App 10) 
Martin went through the questionnaire 
 
c. Possible playing schedule – Workshop 
The general feeling of RACC is that also the EF Championships teams shall 
qualify in the WFCQs and that the WFC qualifies to EF Championship. 
In the workshop carried out the following was note: 
 
Ranking shall be based on: The last WFC 
No of teams: 8.  
WFC Organiser (if being European), EF Championship organiser + 6-7 
teams according to ranking 
Playing system: 6 or 7 days depending on resting days after group matches 
playing quarterfinals or not.  
Three group matches, quarterfinals (A1-B4, A2-B3, A3-B2 & A4-B1), semifinals 
and medal matches (gold & bronze) 
ATC representative stated that most players do not want to play a placing match 
unless it has some specific meaning (eg. effects ranking). Possible reason to play 
placement matches is to get one extra match for the hosting country. 
 
RACC had a long discussion regarding going back to the old system where some 
countries don’t participate in the qualification which the group thinks is bad for the 
development of floorball. RACC therefore want IFF CB to consider the possibility 
to keep all teams, except organiser if European, in the qualifications and use EF 
Championships as a stand-alone tournament where EF Championship organiser 
+ 7 teams according to ranking (based on previous WFC results) is participating. 
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When: Last weekend of August (was the preferred timing of the majority of 
RACC after the discussions below) 
 
When to play was discussed where concern about effects on other IFF events 
were raised.  
- If played the same weekend as the WFCQ these will lose attention but also 

the last preparations for the EF Championship will coincide with the WFC and 
the Christmas/New Year holidays, which would be very difficult for organisers 
& teams. This would also impact on the marketing of the event.  

- Including the 3rd weekend of October (current internationals weekend) – Men 
play the uneven years and Women even years – will be to close to the WFC 
and when the Men’s EF Championship is played the Women’s WFC might be 
very negatively affected. 

- Including the last weekend of February would possibly be enough time from 
the WFC but on the other hand the play-offs in the national leagues will be 
affected and most likely CC finals in the new concept. 

- Somewhere during May - Men play the uneven years and Women even years 
– will be too close to the U19 WFC. 

- Last weekend of August - Men play the uneven years and Women even years 
– was another alternative which probably will affect other events the least and 
would work if the teams also should be in the WFC qualifications.   

 
RACC proposes the above to the IFF CB with the possibility to consider 
having EF Championships as a stand-alone tournament where all teams, 
except European organiser of the WFC, will participate in the WFCQ 
 

 
12) Champions Cup 

a. Information about final 4 how the tournament has been working. Report from 
the office 

The CC had the highest numbers for the Champions Cup in total of viewers on 
YouTube, with 168.523 views and 1.815174 viewed minutes. There were no live 
TV broadcasts, but there were eight short news spots on TV. The spectators 
were around 4.905 in total, with an average of 613. The Women’s final had a 
good number of spectators of 1.114 and the Men’s with 1.565. It didn’t work as 
well as hoped in the connection with the Swedish Youth district final, as there 
was some miscommunication between the organiser of the youth event and the 
Champions Cup so there were not so many youth players watching the matches 
because they had their own games scheduled at the same times. The finance 
outcome was better than normal with a loss of 30.000 EUR 
 
b. Information regarding proposal of new format (App 23) 
The proposal of new format was discussed. 
Majority are in favor of the new format but there were questions as to why the 
second phase could not be introduced earlier than is planned. Now that a clear 
proposal has been made, including the financial implications, it was suggested 
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that those nations outside of the top 4 should be consulted again about their 
interest to make a financial commitment.  

 
RACC is of the opinion that there must be a pathway from the EuroFloorball Cup 
to the CC, as there is from the Challenge to the EFC. The exclusion of countries 
from outside of the top 4 for such an extended period could have a very negative 
impact. 

 
The question of the issue of the mixing of the stakeholders & the Top 4 was 
raised. At present these are one and the same in both the men’s & women’s 
categories, but it is not clearly defined as to what happens, especially regarding 
the financial commitments, if one of the current stakeholders is not in the Top 4 or 
has only one team with this ranking. 

 
c. How will the new format effect the international calendar? 
The general feeling was that the already filled calendar will be fuller  
 
RACC propose to the CC stakeholders the above discussions to be included in 
the discussions regarding the future of the CC. 
 

 
13) Friendly International Matches  

a. Administration of international weekend matches outcome of new rules report 
from the office 

Sarah reported that the new system with one team list instead of two has worked 
well. 
RACC was happy to hear this after the discussion last year in the IFF CB where a 
broader investigation was done before the new system became valid.  

 
14) Regulations 

a. Transfer times change – what effects did it give. Report from office. 
It was reported that the end of the year was not as hectic as earlier when the last 
day for transfer was changed to 15th of January and that the players, clubs and 
office are happy about the change that was made. 
 

 
15) Rules and use of video review  

a. Rules of the Game Edition 2022 (App 24 update) 
Martin informed the system and some clarifications were made in the new 
schedule for Rule Book 2022. 
Those now testing for new rules should propose changes or not.  
The office was given the task to remind these Associations in connection to the 
process start of the edition 2022 of the game rules.  
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b. New system Reference- and Rule group (App 25) 
Martin informed of the new system for rules changes. RACC had a discussion 
regarding the new reference and rule group. There also came up questions 
regarding rules that are valid since 2018.  

 
RACC proposes to the IFF CB the change of time schedule due to the new 
system with Reference- and Rule group 

 
 

c. IFF Way of Refereeing Play Book (App 26) 
The IFF Referee playbook was discussed and RACC is as concerned over the 
country’s own interpretations as the RC.  
 
We have lately been able to see how players shortcutting through the goalkeeper 
area and hitting the goalkeeper is refereed differently in different countries. This 
is only one example of several interpretations that differ between the countries.  
 
RACC thinks that the playbook is the guideline on how to handle these things. 
RACC also thinks that the IFF RC/RACC should give the interpretation and then 
the countries should follow this. Countries should also have the opportunity to 
provide feedback / suggestions on the interpretations.  
 
RACC wants to be clear that this procedure is not a new way of changing rules. It 
is a way of clarifying things that isn’t clarified in the book. The way how they then 
should be handled by the referees is explained in the IFF Referee playbook by 
the RC.  
 
RACC think that this is an important way to make refereeing more equally done 
all over the world. 
 
Martin together with the office got the task of formulating a proposal to the IFF CB 
 

  
d. Recommendation to RC regarding nominations of referee pairs to smaller 

tournaments. 
Recommendation to RC that for IFF events, where there are only 2 referee pairs, 
it would be preferable not to have a pair from any of the participating countries, 
as it has the effect of one team getting the same referee pair for the whole event, 
which can be very problematic. It would also give the referee observer much 
more opportunity to properly nominate the referees according to the games.   
 
For Friendly Internationals the same does not apply as events are generally 
shorter and hosting countries often prefer having a referee pair from their own 
country for development purposes and to keep costs down.  
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e. Goal camera – report from office how it has been working during the season 
including latest document that is applied (App 27) 

Sarah informed that the system has been in force for almost two years now and a 
large number of the international referees have been in events where it has been 
used and so are no familiar with it. The teams are happy to have the possibility to 
request a review even though there are many times that the limited cameras that 
are used for the streaming means that decisions are not always possible, based 
on the video.  There has only been one incident where it has been clear that a 
team misused the review request for tactical reasons.   
 

 
16) Other topics 

a. U19 Canada – report of what went wrong (during tournament and financially) 
(App 28 & 28b) 

A recap of the problems with the U19 WFC 2019 was made by JJ and Sarah.  
Martin informed of the CB decision to change the handling of financials in the 
contracts for upcoming IFF events. 

 
b. Africa Floorball Cup (App 29) 
Sarah reported that the Africa Cup schedule had to be updated since less teams 
than expected came to participate. Several teams withdrew just one day prior to 
the event.  
 
Martin pointed out that it is very good to see that the new floorball countries in 
Africa is working hard to develop their floorball fast and are determined to grow 
even more. 

 
c. Marking of the Grip – Material regulations (App 30) 
Martin reported of the CB decision of not adding marking of the grips into the 
Material Regulations and the reasons behind. 

 
d. Report from office regarding preparations for WFC in Neuchâtel  
The preparations are well underway. Biggest problem is accommodation where 
several teams are in hotels some 30 minutes from the arena and there is very 
limited rooms nearby for spectators and media. 

 
e. IFF Good Governance documents (App 31) 
Martin informed of the Good Governance documents and that members of the 
RACC from time to time should read the document. 
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f. Exceptions in national leagues – extra time, number pf players etc. (App 32) 
The current national league exemptions from the game rules was discussed.  
We are now going into the third year of testing and RACC needs to investigate 
1. what we will do with the evaluations of the test (outcome)?  
2. for how long the test should continue? 
3. what is the outcome of playing sudden death and possible penalty shootout? 

 
RACC has the following thinking regarding 1-3: 

- Office should summarise the evaluations that are made and which of the different 
versions that seems the best 

- In principle the test should be able to continue until the new rule book is valid 
2022 

- That there could be a 3-point system for more than EFC and EFCh 
 
RACC concluded that changes that could be the outcome of point 1-3 needs to 
be worked out accordingly to the schedule for rule book 2022 (be proposed 
February 2020). 
 
It seems to be more leagues where applications for exemptions should be 
expected and the office was given the task to check for possible needed 
applications. 

 
g. Road to HEL (App 33) 
Martin informed of the project Road to HEL. 

 
h. WUC new system 2022 & 2024 (App 34) 
Martin informed of the new WUC system from 2022 where it will be universities 
participating instead of national teams. In this case, it is expected that the IFF will 
have very little involvement with the event. 

 
i. Preparations to handle external commercial leagues outside floorball family 

(App 35) 
Martin informed of the CB standpoint regarding participation in external 
commercial leagues: 
- All IFF regulations, rules or Game Rules are only applicable for Leagues 
organised by the National Associations 
- IFF can only cooperate with National Leagues organised by the National 
member association 
- IFF does not approve any transfers to or from Clubs playing in the private or 
commercial leagues, which are not organised in agreement with the National 
Association. 
- No players, team officials or club officials from the Clubs participating in these 
leagues may participate in any IFF activities or International tournaments for 
National or Club teams 
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- No players, team officials or club officials may interact or play against teams 
from these leagues 
- No referees may referee matches in these leagues 
- No players, team officials, club officials or referees representing the clubs 
playing in these leagues are entitled to take part as participants in any IFF Events 
or activities. 

 
 

j. Quarterfinals may be played also in the U19 – discussion (look at 4.2.5 in App 
8) 

The RACC is of the opinion that it is not time to play quarterfinals in the U19 WFC 
until earliest the next, not yet decided, version of playing system. 
 

 
17) Closing of the meeting  

Martin thank the RACC for a very good and intense meeting and closed the meeting 
at 14:00. 
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Report RACC 13.11.2019  
 

1) RACC 
Meeting was held 21-22 of September in Prague and RACC have proposals regarding 
regulations: 
 
Competition Regulations National team’s edition 2020 
 
Possible loss of teams in tournaments due to financial problems 
For WFC 2020, If a direct qualified team is out, due to financial and/or other reason, the 
best loser of the 3rd place matches from the EUR qualifications, according to earlier used 
system, where the group matches are counted, shall replace this/these teams. 
To be included to the Competition Regulations National teams from edition 2020. 
 
RACC proposes the change to the IFF CB 
 
Order of play system   
We shouldn’t keep the 1-2, 3-4 etc. as a fixed regulation. Instead we should just have the 
text that all teams within a group shall play each other once.  The order they are played will 
vary due to wishes from e.g. TV, Local organiser & IFF  
 
RACC proposes to remove the specific order of play from the regulation 
 
International weekend regulations with effect on Juridical Regulations 2020 
 
Informing date and sanction date 
Proposal to change the informing date to be 90 days prior the tournament  
If the form is received after 90 days but before 60 days prior – proposal to have a fee of 200 
CHF 
If the form is received after 60 days but before 30 days prior - proposal to have a fee of 500 
CHF 
If the form is received within 30 days of the even - proposal to have a fee of 1000 CHF 
To be included to the Friendly International Regulations & Juridical Regulations from edition 
2020. 
 
RACC proposes the change to the IFF CB 
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2) Questions related to Future of Floorball, EF Championships & Quota 
system 
 
Future of Floorball 
 
IFF Test tournaments 
Following was decided in the GA2018 
Based on the feedback from a number of players, coaches, member associations and floorball media, the IFF 
Central Board proposes to the IFF General Assembly to decide to execute a set of initial tests for the new system 
during the seasons 2019 – 2020 and 2020 – 2021 in IFF Events and in other by the members selected 
International Events during the season 2019 and/or 2020 – 2021 
After that the Floorball Community can evaluate the overall effect of the changes on both a national and 
international level together, with the aim that the Member Associations could then take a final decision 
whether to make the change for the future in the IFF General Assembly 2022. 
 
RACC proposes to do the tests in following tournaments: WFCQ 2021-2022 (national teams), 
EFC 2020-2022 (club tournament) and EFCh 2020-2022 (club tournament) should be played 
according to the Future Floorball basic concept (3 x 15 mins / 17 players + 5 officials / 10 
minutes intermissions). 
The reason for this proposal is to have as many countries doing the test and then also do 
their own GAP-analysis of which effects it has. National federations that are participating in 
the EFCQ are being able to give much better feedback on the effects of the format. 
RACC Is well aware of that the qualification and final tournament will be played in different 
format but RACC is seeing a big need of securing good test tournaments of the format were 
National federations are participating. We also the need to test the format with match 
schedule were teams only play match per day and for both women and men tournaments.  
 
RACC proposes to the CB that IFF Test tournaments should be WFCQ 2021-2022 (national 
teams), EFC 2020-2022 (club tournament) and EFCh 2020-2022 (club tournament) should be 
played according to the Future Floorball basic concept (3 x 15 mins / 17 players + 5 officials / 
10 minutes intermissions). 
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EF Championships 
Following was decided in the GA2018 
EFT Countries Proposal for Creation of a Euro Floorball Championships 
The EFT countries have proposed that Euro Floorball Championships shall be created and started in 2023. 
CB recommendation to the IFF General Assembly is to accept the creation of the Euro Floorball Championships 
and to give the task the IFF Central Board to work out the detailed solution how the Euro Floorball 
Championships will be played. 
The General Assembly decided to approve the proposal. 
 
RACC had a general discussion regarding time line of this kind of change where we would 
have preferred a longer process because of the possible side effects regarding organisers, 
calendar etc. 
 
RACC are of the opinion that the format must be done by IFF since we want a proposal that 
is kept together because almost every change is affecting the other parts. 
The proposal that is based on the ground proposal that IFF got from the EFT-countries with 
some changes that we believe is giving the tournament more interesting matches and the 
possibility quickly developing countries to be a part of the tournament 
 
In short description RACC is proposing following: 

 Ranking shall be based on: The last WFC (ranking system is very slow, and this is a 
good way of giving quick developing countries a possibility to participate) 

 No of participating teams: 8 (there are different solutions depending on what CB 
decides regarding ‘standalone tournament’ or ‘all directly qualified to WFC’ that are 
participating including organiser outside the 8 best ranked teams) 

 Playing system: 6 or 7 days depending on resting days after group matches. Three 
group matches, quarterfinals (A1-B4, A2-B3, A3-B2 & A4-B1), semifinals and medal 
matches (gold & bronze). 

 
RACC also had a discussion from a floorball calendar perspective (without having the 
knowledge of marketing input or taking into a count other sports events) were August came 
up as a possible proposal. After discussions with marketing people within IFF and National 
federations August is not an option any more. Input has given that the best time for the 
tournament is in the beginning av February. 
 
RACC had a long discussion regarding going back to the old system where some countries 
don’t participate in the qualification which the group thinks are bad for the development of 
floorball and also makes things very problematic regarding todays system regarding quota. 
RACC therefore want IFF CB to consider the possibility to keep all teams, except organiser if 
European, in the qualifications and use EF Championships as a stand-alone tournament.  
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If CB is following the original intention of the proposal for the EF Championship, then there 
is a need of looking over the calendar due to that isn’t good to play WFCQ at the same time 
as EF Championships because the qualifications will loose to much attention in principle 
regarding all aspects.  
 
There could be a totally new format of qualifying in Europe for both EF Championships and 
WFC if number of spots in the quota for WFC is to few. But that kind of system will have the 
consequence of more qualification stages which of course effects the cost for participating 
nations. 
  
RACC is proposing the format (regarding ranking, teams & playing system) 
 
CB to decide stand alone tournament or that all participating federations in the EF 
Championship is directly qualified to the WFC or that qualification system with more stages 
could be an option*. 
* This decision should be made after discussion regarding quota. 
 
Quota 
RACC discussed the quota system and that its construction is not following the development 
of Floorball and that the uncertainty of having 16 or 20 teams in WFC is very problematic. 
 
QUOTA and how it is calculated today 
The quota system is used in the WFC and U19 WFC to decide number of spots for each continent in the Final 
round. In both the WFC and the U19 WFC the number of teams in the Final round is 16. 
The quota factor is the number of registered teams divided with 16. 
 
Example: 
If 36 teams have registered the quota factor is 2,25. 
Based on this the outcome then could be: Europe 24 teams registered = 11 (10,66) teams in the Final round 
AOFC 10 teams registered = 4 (4,44) teams in the Final round Americas 2 team registered = 1 (0,88) team in the 
final round 
Since the organiser is directly qualified 1 team is reduced from the total quota of the continent and the 
remaining number is then the number of spots to qualify for.  
 
If AOFC would have registered 11 teams they would have got one more spot and Europe 
have one less. 
 
IF CB decides that EF Championships will have 8 directly qualified spots at the same time as 
Europe is organizing, which will be the case in most WFC: s for a long time still, it would 
mean that 16 nations only would compete for one spot which of course isn’t possible.   
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RACC thinks that there is a need to look over the quota were new parameters is needed to 
be a part of how the calculation is done (which could involve for example licensee system, 
minimum world ranking, minimum participating countries from one continent to have one 
direct spot, qualification level regarding format etc.) 
 
From RACCs point of view, we cannot wait with the decision regarding number of teams 
until GA 2022 because there is a need of this decision to be able to set the number of teams 
in WFC from 2023 and forward (evaluation process is long) and that quota system needs to 
be updated. 
 
Therefor RACC propose to the CB that number of teams is up for decision at the GA 2020 
and that we also present the effects of updated quota system in connection to the proposal.  
 
 

3) New Rule Book 2022 schedule 
In accordance of what IFF CB decided in the meeting first week of September in Finland 
RACC have updated the rule change schedule (see appendix) 
 
RACC proposes the change to the IFF CB 
 
All member federations have received information regarding how to propose changes in the 
rule book.  
 

4) Other topics 
RACC decided about some other investigations that you can read about in the RACC minutes 
Appendix 
 

 
Martin Klabere 
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Rules of the Game Edition 2022      

Rule change process 

The Rules of the Game are updated on a 4 year rotation. 
The schedule for the next update, to be published in 2022 is as follows: 
1. The normal process for changing the rules of the games 
New rulebook is changed in a 4 years rotation. The following milestones is within this period: 
October 2019 
Request shall be sent to all member Associations and all persons in the IFF bodies urging them to send in 
proposals, with a priority list in a special template. 
February 2020 
Deadline for sending in proposals. 
March 2020 
Reference group meeting. Preparing a list of rules for testing and asking for test associations. 
Asking for feedback from member Associations, IFF RC, RACC and Athletes 
Commission on the changes in the book (deadline for feedback May 2020). 
15 April 2020 
Deadline to apply as test Association 
April/May 2020 
CB-decision of test Associations 
June 2020  
Reference group preparing final proposal asking for feedback from member Associations, IFF RC, RACC and 
Athletes Commission on the changes that were made from the first in the book (deadline for feedback 
August 2020). 
August 2020 
Reference group give proposal to RACC of what changes that should be done in the rule book.  
September 2020 to March 2021 
Rule group start the work with formalising the text for the rule book 
15 February 2021 
Collection of experiences 
February 2021 
Reference group evaluation of test/s 
March 2021 
Asking for feedback from IFF RC, RACC, IFF Office and 
Athletes Commission on the final book (deadline for feedback May 2021). 
September 2021 
IFF CB makes final decision after proposal from RACC and New IFF Rules of the Game is sent to all member 
Associations. 
December 2021 
RACC organizes a seminar for Interpretations of the Rules of the Game. All member Associations will be 
invited to participate on their own cost. 
July 1, 2022 
The new edition of the IFF Rules of the Game becomes valid 
October 2023 
Request shall be sent to all member Associations and all persons in the IFF bodies urging them to send in 
proposals, with a priority list in a special template. 
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2. The handling of important exceptions 
The IFF shall always have the possibility to make necessary changes of rules/interpretations. 
Proposals shall come from RACC to IFF CB. Every second year the Reference Group is making a 
check of the rule book in total for making necessary changes due to handle unforeseen changes of the game. 
The IFF shall be the only official organisation who decides about the Rules and Interpretations of the Game. 
This will preserve the consistency and continuity in the world of Floorball. 
The IFF RACC must have the competencies and act as an international information center for Rules and 
Interpretations. 
Testing new rules is possible if IFF CB gives an Association or an organiser of a tournament 
permission to do so. 
There can be exceptions from the rules within certain limits (rule in 2018 edition). 
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The minutes of the IFF Referee Committee meeting 

5th-6th of October 2019 

Hotel Amura, Madrid, Spain 

Working session on Saturday the 5th of October 

Meeting on Sunday the 6th of October 

 

1 § Welcome and Opening of the meeting  

The Referee Committee Chairman Mr. Carlos Lopez welcomed the members of the RC to the 
meeting and opened the meeting at 13.00 

2 § International observations and the path for the observers to develop 

Mr. Hamberg found it very important how the path for the observers and for the referees work inside 
the IFF. He also raised the question if it’s possible to increase the number of international observers.  

Mr. Saastamoinen said that he will come up with a proposal for the next meeting how to increase the 
number of observations for observers in international tournaments. There will be more co-operation 
within the EFT countries regarding the referee observations, because there simply aren’t enough IFF 
events for the observers.   

 

3 § The IFF RC plan of action 

The RC decided to return to this topic after the IFF strategy 2020-2032 has been created. 

 

4 § Reports from the Men’s U19 WFC 2019, AOFC and development group  

Mr. Hora gave a report of the work of the IFF referee development group and the RC decided that the 
development group educations will continue next year in Czech Open and in the Slovak Floorball 
Cup. Mr. Hora proposed to promote Hoffman/Schnelle from Germany and Coduto/Di Cenna from Italy 
from the development group to the IFF ordinary referee group. The RC also discussed about the 
request made by the IFF RACC that in the IFF events, the RC would consider not to nominate a local 
referee pair if there are only two referee pairs.  

Mr. Harris reported about the referee actions in the AOFC area. In April there was a four day referee 
seminar for 26 participants from AOFC countries. The seminar consisted two days of theory and two 
days of games and the plan is to continue the seminar as an annual event. The plan for 2020 is to 
have maximum of eight pairs, who would referee games and all the games would be observed.  

Mr. Halonen gave a short report of the Men’s U19 WFC in Halifax. There were some issues inside the 
referee team mainly concerning the different interpretations of the rules in different countries.    
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5 § Presentation of the new IFF RC web based tool MS 

Mr. Saastamoinen presented the new IFF web based education template. The web template makes it 
possible to have online education, rule tests, observation feedback and other documents related to 
the IFF RC. The IFF video based rule book will be updated to the system as well for the use of the IFF 
educators and the referees. All the users will be given a personal user access to the system.  

 

6 § Referee and observer classifications RC 

The RC updated the referee and observer classifications based on the performances of the referees 
after the previous RC meeting. The promoted referees were mainly refereeing in the Men’s U19 WFC 
in Halifax.  

 

7 § Referee and observer nominations 

The Referee Committee nominated the following referees and referee observers to the upcoming 
Women’s WFC 2019. 

Observers:  

Frank Leuenberger SUI, Head of  the Referees 

Marjo Alanko FIN, Referee Observer 

Inge Haug NOR, Referee Observer 

Nihada Cenanovic SWE, Referee Observer 

 
Referees: 
 
Tomas Kostinek / Martin Reichelt CZE 

Lucie Hejnova / Barbora Beranova CZE 

Tom Kirjonen / Jyrki Sirkka FIN 

Juhani Kirves / Henrik Snellman FIN 

Bin Bin Lin / Carmen Teo SGB 

Christian Crivelli / Davide Rampoldi SUI 

Mona Franzon / Josefine Hedelind SWE 

 

Referee and observer nomination updates for the SEA game 

Even though the office handles the referee nominations for all the other events than the WFCs with 
the authorization by the RC, Mr. Halonen presented the updates for the SEA games referee 
nominations due to the work situation of the originally nominated Japanese referee pair. They were 
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replaced by a Swedish pair. The AOFC wished for an European observer this time in order to get 
more views to the referee work in the AOFC area.  

 

The nominated referees are observer are:  

Fajar Hidayat / Yongky Priyanto INA 
Jong Suk Shin / Young June Lee KOR 
Sharil Ismail / Oswind Rosayro SGP 
Jörgen Andersson / Daniel Dufvenberg SWE 
 
Head of the Referees 
 
Ronny Brännbacka FIN 
 

 

8 § Reports from the seminars in 2019 and planning of the seminars in 2020 VH 

Mr. Halonen shortly reported about the referee seminars which have been organized in 2019. The 
AOFC referee seminar took place in Singapore in April and a shorter seminar was carried out in 
Nairobi in Kenya in conjunction of the Africa Cup. There are no seminars planned for the end of the 
year 2019.   

 

 

9 § Report from the Playbook Steering group meeting and the co-operation with the RACC 

The RC had a wide discussion of the topic and it was decided that the chairman of the RC will be in 
touch with the chairman of the RACC in order to increase the co-operation between these two 
committees.    

 

10 § What kind of referee pairs can we have? 

The RC decided the referees don’t have to have the citizenship of the proposed nation. The referees 
however need to referee together in the national highest league of the proposed association. Mixed 
referee pairs are also allowed assuming the referees can share a locker room and a hotel room.   

11 § Closing the meeting 

Mr.Lopez thanked the members for a good meeting and closed the meeting at 12:20.  

 

12 § Next meeting 

Somewhere in Europe in the spring 2020 
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RC - REPORT DEC 2019        APPENDIX 16b 
 
Number of Events Referees have been nominated for by the IFF. 

In total this is the distribution of events for 2019: 
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IFF Report from the World Conference on Doping in Sport 
 
Katowice, Poland, 5-7 November 
IFF representative: Merita Bruun 
 
Main topics: World Anti-Doping Code 2021 and International Standards  
 
1. 2021 World Anti-Doping Code 

 The Code was approved at the World Conference and will come into force January 1st 2021 
2. Athletes’ Anti-Doping Rights Act – previously known as the Anti-Doping Charter of Athlete Rights (new 

document) was approved 
 The purpose of this document is to ensure that athlete rights within anti-doping are clearly set out, 

accessible, and universally applicable. 
3. International Standards 

 A number of International Standards were approved, and these will come into effect January 1st 
2021 

4. What IFF needs to consider 
 The IFF will need to consider especially the International Standard for Results Management (new 

document), International Standard for Testing and Investigations and International Standard for 
Education (new document) 

 The notification process to an athlete of an ADRV will in the future be divided into two 
phases, the first including the initial notification and asking for an explanation from the 
athlete. IFF considers this as a positive change (not too much information to the athletes 
in one notification) 

 There will also be more focus on having ADO independent panels 
 More focus is constantly put on education and all ADOs are to have an anti-doping 

education plan that needs to be evaluated regularly and the strong recommendation is 
that players should receive education before they are tested. 

 More flexibility when it comes to testing menus for different low risk sports (eg. EPO and 
growth hormone analysis).  

 There are more detailed guidelines about the different whereabouts pools and how much 
testing should take place for athletes in the different pools, which means that IFF will 
probably need to change the current system (if all players need to be tested at least once, 
we cannot have three teams in the pool or then we need to have only lower tier pool) 

 To have athletes involved as much as possible (education planning etc.) 
 To be ready to draft the New IFF Anti-Doping Rules when WADA provides the Model Rules 

for the IFF and possibility consult for example the International Testing Agency (ITA) 
during the process. 
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4th November 2019  

 

IFF ATHLETES’ COMMISSION 2020-2024 MALE NOMINATIONS 

 

The IFF has received 7 nominations for the male members of the IFF Athletes Commission for 2020-2024. 
The nominations are as follows:   

 

Tomas Sladky (CZE) – re-nomination 

Junoh Lee (KOR) – re-nomination 

He Xiaolong  (CHN) 

Jarno Ihme (FIN) 

Anže Šnebedr (SLO) 

Sergio Garcés (ESP) 

Marian Hrabovyk (UKR) 

 

The current female members, whose term will end in 2021 are: 

Josefina Eiremo (SWE)    Eliisa Alanko (FIN) 

Yui Takahashi (JPN)    Agata Plechan (POL)  

 

The nominated men will be asked to submit a short video, answering a set of questions, which will be used to 
promote their nomination in the lead-up to the elections which will be held during the Men’s WFC 2020 
Qualifications in January – March 2020.  Finland, USA & Canada will be sent voting forms separately as they 
are all directly qualified to WFC 2020, but have the right to participate in the voting during the qualifications.  

 

Kind regards, 

 

Sarah Mitchell 
Athletes’ Commission Officer 
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